
 

LORENZO NUVOLETTA
LORENZONUVOLETTA@GMAIL.COM
LorenzoNuvoletta.Com
Tel. +1 424 653 6250
155 S. Canon DR. APT. B, Beverly Hills, CA, USA

LinkedId: http://www.linkedin.com/in/lorenzonuvoletta
 

Expertise

Adobe Flash
ActionScript 3

CPU-Memory Optimization
Bit-wise optimization
Design Pattern MVC

FlashDevelop
Flash Builder

Air

PHP
MySQL

CSS
HTML/XHTML

JavaScript
C#

Adobe Photoshop
3D Studio Max

 

● 10+ years experience in video game development
● OOP, MVC Frameworks and organized Event handling
● Strong knowledge and passion for video game mechanics
● Collaborative and Team-oriented mentality

 
*All ideas, names, programming and graphic assets of these projects have been created by me unless 
otherwise stated. Texts underlined in blue are links. For the online version of this resume please visit 
LorenzoNuvoletta.Com
I do have a USA work permit and valid Green Card.
My personal blog is http://www.lorenzgames.com/blog/
 
 

Lead Flash Engineer, Neopets Treasure Keepers
MeteorGames, Beverly Hills, CA, USA, 2011
  
I lead the team of Flash engineers to create a framework in AS3 to 
support this game. The game was sponsored by Viacom and has had a 
good success amongst other Facebook games.
My job for this position was to create a framework, together with other 
5 Flash and 3 PHP Developers, able to sustain and scale this particular 
game. The game was designed in house by MeteorGames.
http://nuv.me/ntk
 
 
 
Game Developer, Universal Battle
Self-sponsored project, 2010
  
I created the idea, graphic and engine of this multiplayer/social table 
war game with ActionScript3, PHP and C#.
The multiplayer system has been built over the Player.IO API using 
both C# and AS3. Users can save their own armies and maps over the 

Objective
Director of Game 

Developers
for a well known 

video game 
company to 
improve the 

potentials of casual 
and social gaming.

 
Education

Industrial Design
2002 - 2006
University La 

Sapienza, Rome, 
Italy

 
Studies focused in 

design
and computer art 

finalized
to understand the 
different methods 

of art, also
creation of 

scenographic
environments for 

shows and
movies.
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site thanks to the MySQL database and also share the code with other 
friends.
Using this game people have been already playing many tournaments 
of games like Warhammer, Lord of rings and Dungeons and Dragons.
http://nuv.me/ub
 
 
 
Game Developer, Dynamic Systems 2
FunFlow, Stockholm, Sweden, 2010
  
I created the idea, graphic and engine of this puzzle/physic game with 
ActionScript3 using Adobe Flash and Photoshop.
The game includes a level editor where people can design their own 
levels and share it with friends. The game was sold with a primary 
license to FunFlow.com. The API used for the physics is BOX2D.
It was featured on Facebook and it generated a level competition with 
prizes up to $4.000.
http://nuv.me/ds2

Actionscript 3 Programming, Master Wu
NextGamez BV., Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2010
  
I created the engine of this hidden objects game with ActionScript 3, 
using Adobe Flash CS4 and Flash Develop. Using Photoshop I fixed all 
the graphics sent to me by the Lead Artist to better use it in Flash. The 
game was packed with Zinc and sold to some important publishers.
Art provided by third parties.
http://nuv.me/mw
 
 
Game Developer, Spectro Destroyer
Platogo, Wien, Austria, 2009
  
I created the idea, graphic and engine of this platform/shooting game 
with ActionScript3 using Adobe Flash, Flash Develop and Photoshop. 
The physic of the game was done using QuickBox2d.
The game includes a community section where people can design 
their own levels and share it with friends. The game was sold with a 
primary license to Platogo.com.
http://nuv.me/sd
 
Web Developer, CuteGirly.Com
Self-sponsored project, 2009
 
I created the idea, graphic and core of this website for girls that 
included 2 self produced games (Flower Blossom and Fede Dressup).
 

Personal Info
I was born in 

Naples (Italy) on 
May 15th 1982.

 
I have always had 
a passion for game 
designing, in fact 
one of my first 

video game was 
made with a non 

commercial license 
of Klik&Play, I was 
only 11 when I did 
it but it was pretty 

cool.
 

Over the years 
I researched 

better software to 
make games and 

started to study 3D 
Studio MAX and 
Lightwave3D.

 
A few years 

later, however, 
Macromedia 

created a new 
extraordinary 
software for 

vectorial graphic 
named Flash.

 
I started to create 
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Game Developer, Dynamic Systems
King, Stockholm, Sweden, 2009
  
I created the idea, graphic and engine of this puzzle/physic game with 
ActionScript3 using Adobe Flash and Photoshop.
The game includes a level editor where people can design their own 
levels and share it with friends. The game was sold with a primary 
license to King.com. The game got 5 millions plays the first 3 months 
it was released.
http://nuv.me/ds
 
Actionscript 3 Programming, Tahiti Hidden Pearls
NextGamez BV., Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2009
  
I created the engine of this hidden objects game with ActionScript 3, 
using Adobe Flash. Using Photoshop I fixed all the graphics sent to me 
by the Lead Artist to better use it in Flash. The game was packed with 
Zinc and sold to some important publishers.
Art provided by third parties.
http://nuv.me/thp
 
Game Developer, War of the worlds WebCam
Self-sponsored project, 2008
  
This game was an experiment to prove that with Flash and 
ActionScript3 is possible to create a good game to be played just with 
a webcam. The aim of this game was to destroy enemies planes just 
moving your hands in front of the webcam. The game was featured on 
Newgrounds.com.
http://nuv.me/www
 
 
Game Developer, Flash Multiplayer Games
Nonoba, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2008
  
I created a series of Multiplayer games with Adobe Flash (AS3) and C# 
and Nonoba Multiplayer API for the server side. 
The games are:
Connect Four - http://nuv.me/c4
Bombators Multiplayer - http://nuv.me/bm
Montecarlo Poker Multiplayer - http://nuv.me/mp
Space Invaders Multiplayer - http://nuv.me/si
Domino Multiplayer - http://nuv.me/d
Backgammon Multiplayer - http://nuv.me/b
Each one of these games were awarded with 'Best Game of the 
Week' and 'Best Game of the Month' on Nonoba, Bombators also won 
the second place of best flash multiplayer game over all the other 
games. I created the engine and graphic of each one of them, and for 
Bombators I also created the music.

something with it 
when it was still in 
beta, the result was 
definitely inspiring!

 
After many years 
I have created all 
kinds of different 
games with Flash, 
PHP and MySQL 
and have worked 
with all kinds of 
team, usually as 

art director or lead 
game programmer.

 
I went to Idaho 
(USA) in 2008 

where I met and 
married my wife 
couple of years 

later. Got a green 
card and working 

USA permit on 
November 2010.

 
Beside her my 

passions are travel, 
good food and any 
kind of board/video 

game.
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Game Developer, Flash 3D Games
FreeWorldGroup, USA, 2008
UGO Entertainment, New York, NY, 2008
AddictingGames, Atom Entertainment Inc, 2008
  
I created a series of 3D games with Adobe Flash (AS3) and Away3D 
API. The games are:
Cannon Alone - http://nuv.me/ca
Pistoleros - http://nuv.me/p
Fartunes Jumper - http://nuv.me/fj
Miss Primp - http://nuv.me/m
Ultimate Battle Ship - http://nuv.me/ubs
 
 
Game Developer, Multiplayer LWHFB Fantasy Battle
Self-sponsored project, 2007
  
This multiplayer game made with Flash and Actionscript 2 uses a self 
created multiplayer server engine made with PHP and MySQL.
People from all over the world can play and chat, it also includes a 
PayPal script to allow people to pay to access the game.
 
Web Developer, FlagTheMoon.Com
Self-sponsored project, 2007
 
I created a 3D website with a Moon where everibody can put a flag on 
that links to their site. It actually had a big succes as you can see on 
the site.
 
Art Director and Flash Website Developer
ArtBlender, Naples, Italy, 2006
ANIMUNDI.IT, Rome, Italy, 2002-2005
 
I worked for Animundi in the realization of the Musical Video Clip “Cara 
Democrazia” by Ivano Fossati.  Always with Animundi srl, I created a 
Card Game of a TV Series for children, Jurassic Cubs.
Work for ArtMusica.it and ArtBlender.it for the realization of dynamical 
Website and advertising. I am collaborating first of all with CineCittà in 
Rome for the animation and modelation of characters and VFXs for 3D 
Cartoons and Films. Collaboration for the development, with Animundi 
srl – CineCittà , for a new way of animation in cartoons. I planned with 
Animundi srl the development of a Vectorial Graphic Software for the 
animation named VEA. Collaboration with Animundi srl to the creation 
of a pilot for the project of TV Series “Micromondo”. Collaboration with 
Animundi srl to the creation of the TV/WEB Series “E-Fox the detective 
of the ImpAssibile” working with the modelation and animation of the 
3D with Lightwave 3D e 3D Studio Max, and finding the optimal Plug-
In for the bi-dimensional rendering of the product.
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Freelance Programming and Web Developing
LorenzGames.Com
LorenzoNuvoletta.Com
TheAdory.Com
ILikeToGame.Com
GamesCone.Com
NoStressGames.Com
TheGamerArea.Com
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